
Along life’s journey Music accompanies us like an 
invisible companion that enhances and punctuates 
every experience. The same song births different 
memories for different people in different countries all 
over the world. Music has an incomparable ability to 
magnify our moments and make them more 
meaningful. Music speaks – even when there are no 
words to accompany it – and when words are not 
enough music bridges the chasm and carries our 
message the rest of the way. It makes us more alive; 
brings comfort when we’re alone, binds us when we 
are together and loves us when no one else is in the 
room. It’s mystical, magical, hopeful and sensual – 
often all at the same time. 
 
Musical truth is birthed in the live performance or 
recording. Since the beginning of high-end audio we 
have relentlessly searched for a speaker that would 
perfectly reproduce the original musical experience. 
Bringing the live performance home has always been 
the holy-grail of high-end audio.
 
Muraudio set out to do what many deemed 
impossible. We took the pure and unparalleled sound 
of electrostatic technology and created a loudspeaker 
unlike any other.  Building on our award winning, 
state-of-the-art technology, the Domain Omni PX2 
brings you elegant, contemporary design, deeper 
bass extension and more transparent mids and highs.

The Domain Omni PX2, an omni-directional, point 
source, electrostatic loudspeaker, takes your listening 
experience to an entirely new level.

The DOMAIN OMNI PX2
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Muraudio invests significant time and effort to 
ensure that every Domain Omni PX2 attains the 
highest standards of sound reproduction and 
lasting beauty.  Each of the 50,000 holes in the 
Continuous Curve ESL aluminum panels are 
formed with a patented process developed 
exclusively to realize the Domain Omni PX2’s high 
output performance.

Only professional grade, tight-tolerance premium 
components are used in the crossover and 
electronic systems.  Each Domain Omni PX2 is 
tested and measured in Muraudio’s on-site 
anechoic chamber to ensure perfect performance 
and enduring quality.

The Domain PX2’s meticulous design and finish is 
comparable to the finest luxury automobiles.  The 
woofer enclosure is cast from aircraft-grade 
aluminum for resonance-free performance, while 
the crown, base plinth and height adjustable feet 
are milled from solid aluminum billets.

UNPARALLELED CRAFTSMANSHIP

All new to the Domain Omni PX2, the 

Muraudio Speaker Bus (MSB) 

provides regulated ESL power and 

active speaker status monitoring to 

further enhance performance.  The 

MSB is a bi-directional electrical 

interface that provides stable DC 

power to the ESL while at the same 

time displaying the operational 

power state of each loudspeaker with 

the Condition Monitor Module.  In 

short, the MSB ensures optimal 

performance of each PX2.

THE SECRETS TO AUTHENTIC SOUND

Electrostatic loudspeakers (ESL) use electrostatically charged micro-thin polymer film 
suspended between two perforated aluminum plates to reproduce midrange and high 
frequencies.  The lighter-than-air film responds with matchless speed and precision, 
delivering clarity, detail, and natural sound.

Muraudio has pushed ESL technology to new heights.  The Domain Omni PX2’s 
360-degree array of Continuous Curve ESL panels with 5,000 square cm of surface 
area produces low distortion, high-output sound with perfect coherence and precise 
response.  Hear every lyric and subtle nuance in your music at every volume level - 
from late night quiet to rock concert loud, the Domain Omni PX2 will bring the live 
performance right to you.

For solid bass foundation, the Domain Omni PX2 uses three aluminum cone 
bass-drivers in a force-neutral tri-axial configuration.  Massive magnets, Santoprene 
surrounds, non-magnetic voice coils, and superior fiberglass coil formers guarantee 
accurate, dynamic, high impact bass performance down to the lowest octave at any 
volume level.

The Domain Omni PX2’s perfectly uniform 360 degree sound dispersion will ensure that 
everyone in your listening room will experience the same flawless recreation of the 
original performance.

THE SOCIAL SPEAKER: A SWEET SPOT FOR EVERYONE

The PX2’s low frequency 
drivers radiate an omni 
pattern identical to that 
produced by the ESL panels, 
producing a seamless 
presentation from the 
deepest bass to the highest 
harmonic overtones.

Traditional ESL 
speakers have 
extremely narrow 
vertical dispersion, 
depriving standing and 
reclining listeners of 
full fidelity. 

The PX2’s ESL panels 
disperse sound 16 
degrees in the vertical 
plane for full fidelity 
listening from any 
position.

The Domain Omni PX2’s 360-degree 
dispersion allows every listener in the room to 
enjoy full bandwidth, ultra-detailed, lifelike 
sound with three-dimensional stereo imaging.

With conventional ESL speakers, listeners outside of the central 
“sweet spot” experience high frequency loss and poor stereo 
imaging.  “Box” dynamic speakers have a wider listening window but 
listeners located more than 30 degrees off-axis lose high-frequency 
extension, overall detail, and balanced stereo imaging.

Poor fidelity 
and imaging.

Less than perfect 
performance and 
poor imaging.

Ideal audio 
performance (the 
“Sweet Spot”). The Domain Omni PX2 incorporates Muraudio’s 

newest Mylar Diaphragm Technology (MDT) for 

enhanced dynamics through improved distribution 

of acoustic energy across the continuous curve of 

the ESL panels. A mylar membrane barely 3.8 

microns thick (0.0038 mm) has the same mass as a 

mere 5 mm layer of air.  That’s 250 times less than 

the moving mass of a conventional midrange 

speaker cone and tweeter dome array. Muraudio’s 

virtually weightless diaphragm moves with 

incredible speed and precision, delivering clear, 

detailed and natural sound.

By comparison, conventional drivers apply 

voice coil force over a very small area, causing 

resonant distortion over the surface of the 

cone.  The high  inertia causes them to 

continue to move and create sound long after 

the sound input has stopped, creating 

distortion that masks acoustic detail.

A uniform force controls the entire surface 

area of Muraudio’s ultra-light ESL film, resulting 

in lower distortion and ultimate sonic accuracy.
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Each Domain Omni PX2 integrates three 25 cm 

aluminum low frequency drivers in a sealed 

cast aluminum enclosure.  These ultra-rigid, 

custom designed drivers reproduce 

frequencies below 450 Hz, and move so 

uniformally that modal resonances are 

inaudible.  Over 10 kg of magnet structure 

provides the necessary force for deep bass 

extension, achieving F(-3) = 30 Hz (anechoic), 

while a spatially symmetric magnetic field 

reduces harmonic distortion.

“This is really a landmark in speakers, a huge step in a new direction that previously hardly 
figured in anyone else’s imagination, much less in reality.”  - Robert E. Greene, The Absolute Sound Issue 258

“I can sit well out of the so-called sweet spot and hear an essentially perfect soundstage that 
does not collapse or compromise the tonal balance...”   - Paul Seydor, The Absolute Sound Issue 258
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 It takes several days, an eighteen-layer process of 

primer, paint and protective coatings, along with 

hours of hand polishing to create the Domain Omni 

PX2’s elegant, stunningly beautiful finish. Choose 

one of our standard finishes shown above or select 

custom colours and enhanced finishes such as 

Pearls or Metallics. For the ultimate personalization 

you can work with our design team to create a 

one-of-a-kind finish to your specifications.

Type

ESL Transducer Configuration

ESL Dispersion

ESL Membrane Area

ESL Membrane Type

LF Enclosure

LF Alignment

LF Driver Area (Sd)

Frequency Response

Dimensions (H x Diam.)

Weight

Maximum SPL

Crossover

Sensitivity

Input

Impedance

Input power

Passive Omni-directional Hybrid Electrostatic

3 x 120 Degree Continuous Curve

360  Degree Horizontal x 16 Degree Vertical

5,000 cm2 (active area)

Ultra thin tensioned Mylar film (3.8 µm)

6.4 mm anti-resonant cast aluminum

Sealed (Qts 0.72)

640 cm2 (effective area of all 3 drivers)

30 Hz - 20 kHz (+/- 3 dB)  Anechoic

20 Hz - 22 kHz Typical Room

147.3 cm x 57.4 cm (maximum envelope)

72 kg

105 dB at 2m on axis

450 Hz analog 4th order Linkwitz-Riley

82 dB (1W / 1m)

Dual 5-way gold-plated binding post

Bi-wireable/Bi-amp capable

8 Ohms (nominal)

2 Ohms minimum at 20 kHz

500 W (RMS)

1000 W (program peak)

GraphitePiano Black

Scarlett

SunsetSapphire

Stellar White

Ferrari Red


